Why do some authoritarian governments respond beneficently to political protest while others opt for repression? This article argues that beneficent government responses in the form of concessions or institutional inclusion are fostered by three interrelated mechanisms working at three distinct levels: institutionalization of political protest within the polity, external certification of protest demands by legally legitimized authorities, and interest polarization between protesting groups and the government. Empirical comparison of government responses to youth protests before and during the 2011 uprisings in Morocco and Egypt proves that the divergent strategies in the two countries were not the result of spontaneous decision-making in times of heightened regime contention. Rather, they mirror established patterns of protest politics that are relatively resistant to ad-hoc manipulations. By extending the focus beyond a particular episode of contention, this study offers important insights into government-challenger relations in authoritarian regimes.
middle east law and governance 10 (2018) 91-116 from contentious politics, I propose that government responses are shaped by three interrelated mechanisms, which operate on three distinct levels: First, institutionalization of political protest in the polity defines the extent to which protests follow established procedures. Institutionalization renders outcomes more predictable, thereby lowering levels of conflict and increasing the chances of beneficent responses. Second, external certification of the protest refers to recognized authorities' validation of the actors and their demands. By providing protesters with legitimacy, certification also renders beneficent responses more likely. Third, interest polarization between the claimants describes the extent to which opinions diverge with regards to the desired distribution of power. Where protesters aim at ousting or persecuting the government, the possibilities for compromise and subsequent beneficent responses are diminished.
These three mechanisms will be illustrated by looking at government responses towards youth protest before and during the Arab uprisings. The focus on youth is justified by their particular capacity for disruption and their role as "first movers" in 2011.5 Across the region, youth movements triggered mass contention by initiating "informational cascades"6 about previously concealed discontent in society. Moreover, youth protests offer a good opportunity to study divergent government responses to similar instances of contention, as they share important commonalities in terms of demands, activist profiles, and repertoires of action.7 Empirical analysis will focus on the diverse cases of Morocco and Egypt: the Moroccan government responded beneficently to a range of the protesters' demands, while the Egyptian government opted for marginalization and repression. By comparing divergent cases, the study aims to develop theoretical arguments, which can be applied to spatially and temporally different contexts.
The empirical analysis is based on a detailed reading of news coverage, systematic consultation of secondary sources, and original interview data. The latter comprises twenty-four semi-structured interviews with senior officials A second phase added interviews at ministries and agencies that emerged as crucial in the first round.9 Interviews were held in French in Morocco, and in Arabic and English in Egypt, and transcribed for further analysis. To protect respondent confidentiality, interviewees were anonymized beyond their institutional affiliation.10
The remainder of the article will proceed as follows: The next section discusses existing research on government responses to political protest under authoritarianism. Then the causal mechanisms underlying beneficent responses will be specified. The following case studies present the opportunity to apply the theoretical framework to the empirical analysis of government responses to youth protests in Morocco and Egypt. Finally, the conclusion considers broader theoretical and empirical implications.
Beneficent Government Responses to Political Protest Under Authoritarianism
Scholars of authoritarianism generally agree that non-democratic regimes cannot persist by relying on repression alone; they also require a modicum of societal support.11 Constant repression of political dissent is not only costly, but 8 In Egypt, a number of interviewees held interim office as minister or vice-minister in the bureaucratic government following the 2013 coup d'état. 9
In Egypt, this included the Ministries of Finance and Planning, respectively. In Morocco, interviews were also conducted at the Sharifian Phosphate Office (ocp), the largest state company, and the Mohammed v Foundation. 10
All interview transcripts are on file with the author. can also increase mobilization in the long run.12 Therefore, to (re-) establish political support among actual or potential opposition groups, authoritarian governments often respond beneficently to their demands.13 Beneficent responses consist of either concrete economic or political concessions that cater to the challengers' demands, or their inclusion in the political process.14 While related, these two types of response are distinct in their logic: concessions, which range from spending on public or private consumption goods to the extension of political rights, grant concrete benefits in exchange for demobilization. On the other hand, inclusion has legitimizing benefits by offering activists or entire social movement organizations -that is organizations taking a coordinating role in the opposition movement -the possibility to henceforth pursue their interests within the legal political sphere. By setting incentives for protesting groups to demobilize, beneficent responses help to fragment opposition to the regime.15 Yet, the question remains: when do authoritarian governments respond beneficently to political protest rather than resorting to repression.16 The comparative literature on authoritarianism suggests that domestic politics are strongly influenced by the subtype of authoritarian rule in a given country. Monarchies are less likely than republics to experience political instability, and In sum, the existing literature suggests that different regime structures, including the institutional setup and actor constellations, account for divergent government responses to political protest. However, related claims tend to remain restricted to a general level. To get to the concrete mechanisms that determine beneficent -or repressive -government responses to political protest, the next section draws on the comparative social movement literature.28 Doing so, it inserts a twist on the common analysis of contentious politics, which tends to take the movement rather than the government perspective.
Institutionalization, External Certification, and Interest Polarization
Scholars of contentious politics have long claimed that protest outcomes depend on the government and opposition's ability to compromise. Even if the government offers economic or political concessions to protesting groups, the success of its strategy will also depend on whether the latter accept or reject the offer. Drawing on the relational social movement literature, I propose that whether compromise is reached or not is shaped by three mechanisms on three distinct levels: institutionalization of political protest in the polity; external certification of the protest demands by legally recognized authorities; and interest polarization between claimants.
First, structural-relational approaches to political contention have demonstrated the impact of political institutionalization on political challengers' actions and the strategies that governments are likely to pursue.29 Institutionalization of political protest captures the degree to which such protests have become part of the conventional repertoire which citizens use to express their opinions about the regime and its policies, and to which the government and its agencies have established strategies of dealing with them.30 By rendering different claimants' behavior more predictable, institutionalization lowers levels of conflict. This "taming" of political protest goes hand in hand with increased chances of reaching political compromise, and thus beneficent government responses. Inversely, low institutionalization inserts uncertainty into the process. In such contexts, governments will be more likely to suppress protests, and protesters will develop more confrontational claims and means of action. This can generate a vicious cycle: repression fuels dissent, which in turn, enflames repression.31 Thus, low institutionalization of political protest diminishes the chances for beneficent government responses. Second, actor-centered approaches to contentious politics show that their outcomes also depend on third-party attitudes toward the protesters.32 Specifically, protests benefit from external certification, and thus "the validation of actors, their performances, and their claims by external authorities."33 Certification can occur on varying levels of intensity, ranging from recognition and endorsement to active engagement.34 From the government's perspective, certification provides information about compliance that adds weight to protesters' demands, especially if it involves politically relevant elites. When legally recognized actors -including political parties, interest groups, or religious authorities -validate protesting groups as legitimate bargaining partners, this increases those groups' political leverage.35 In times of low regime contention, the government can simply increase control and coercion of included elites to undermine such behavior. However, the uncertainty introduced by mass protests potentially opens opportunities for these elites to broaden their influence. Therefore, governments will be more likely to respond beneficently to political protest, when the latter signal their disposition to defect.36
Third, beneficent responses depend on the degree of interest polarization. Polarization refers to the "political and social space between claimants in a contentious episode and the gravitation of previously uncommitted or moderate actors toward one, the other, or both extremes."37 In situations of high polarization, the moderate center is vacant and policy issues are filled with ideological content. In such situations, protest tends to be directed against the government, instead of at the government. No government will respond beneficently to protesters determined to topple it or even punish elites for past crimes. By contrast, low polarization facilitates moderation and compromise, and thus beneficent responses. Note that because protest movements are never homogenous, governments may seek to respond beneficently to moderate groups of protesters that are amenable to compromise, while repressing the rest.38 While the above specified mechanisms are conceptually distinct, their results are clearly interrelated: institutional arrangements shape incentives for external certification; institutionalization and certification together impact polarization. Inversely, polarization impedes certification from established authorities, thereby lowering the chances of institutionalization. Empirically, the workings of these mechanisms are difficult to disentangle. The next two empirical sections evaluate how institutionalization, certification and polarization have affected protest dynamics and government responses in the divergent cases of Morocco and Egypt.
Comparing Government Strategies towards Youth Protest in Morocco and Egypt
The cases of Morocco and Egypt have served in previous comparisons of protest politics in the region.39 In 2011, these two "early risers" were among the first monarchies or republics, respectively, to experience protest demanding The study follows a confirmatory, diverse case selection strategy. This approach selects two or more cases that span the continuum of either the dependent or the independent value to maximize variance.43 The cases of Morocco and Egypt represent extreme values on the dependent variable: while Morocco responded beneficently to the initial youth protests in 2011, the Egyptian government opted for repression. The following analysis aims not only to illuminate the empirical cases, but also to demonstrate the utility of the conceptual framework beyond these cases. Each case study commences with a short overview of the political context, before examining government responses to youth protest prior to and during the uprisings.
Beneficent Government Responses to Youth Protests in Morocco: Institutionalization of Political Protest, External Certification, and Moderate Interest Polarization
In Morocco, political youth protest emerged in the context of a liberalized monarchy. Since the 1990s, Morocco's so-called "processus démocratique" has become one of the main themes in political discourse.44 However, despite undeniable steps toward political pluralization, politics remain dominated by 40 The case selection thus excludes cases that could have benefited from learning processes, which are limited by institutional and power settings at different levels. and job-creation programs, which are implemented to this day by the national employment agency (anapec). As confirmed in the interviews, the Ministry's focus on unemployed graduates was directly related to their particular ability to exercise pressure on the government.52 Since then, the movement has moderated its demands to adopt an "apolitical" stance and was legally recognized as the Association Nationale des Diplômés Chômeurs du Maroc (andcm) in 2003. The government also responded favorably to youth involvement in socioeconomic protests. While legal opposition and civil society have been suspicious of mass mobilization in the past decades, they have still recognized the social agenda at the heart of these protests and gained political leverage from the mobilizations. In 2000, the Agency for Social Development (Agence du Développement Social, ads) was created, under the auspices of the Ministry for Social Development. The Agency's long-standing director, Mohamed Najib Guedira, was a leading figure in the labor movement and counsellor of the 1998 "government of change." To this day, the agency implements social development initiatives, including financial support for micro enterprises by youth and the promotion of social dialogue. In addition, influential foundations have taken up the focus on youth, such as the Mohammed v Foundation for Solidarity, which was established by present King Mohammed vi in 1999. In this context, it is interesting to note that even incidents of political violence have been framed in social terms. For example, in response to the 2003 suicide bombing carried out by 14 young men from the shantytowns of Casablanca, the founder of the large development association Marocains Pluriels publicly stated in an interview that "we are all responsible" for the underlying youth marginalization.53 In the past fifteen years, projects aimed at preventing the marginalization and radicalization of young people have soared, especially with the launch of the National Initiative for Human Development (indh) in 2005. However, these programs and initiatives remain geographically limited, targeting only specific communities within the country.
The emergence of the 2011 youth protests, led by the February 20 Movement, has to be placed in this specific political context. The Movement constituted a novelty insofar as it was the first to transcend the narrow demands of student or unemployed movements, and the first to explicitly address the issue of democratic participation.54 Its overarching demand consisted in the establishment of a parliamentary monarchy, including a democratic constitution, an elected government, separation of powers, the trial of individuals implicated in acts of corruption, recognition of the Amazigh heritage, and the liberation of all political prisoners. In addition, the movement called for the integration of unemployed graduates into the labor market, the introduction of a minimum wage and political measures against the high cost of living, and the extension of public services to the entire population.55 In doing so, the Movement transgressed previous divisions between political camps, uniting youth activists from various political parties, community committees, human rights and Amazigh associations, trade unions, and the Islamist Al-Adl wa Al-Ihsan movement.56 Moreover, members of other groups, such as the unemployed graduates and unaffiliated sympathizers, promptly joined its protests. The government has recognized the interconnectedness of the Movement's political and social demands, as a senior official at the ads explained:
We are currently experiencing a growing consciousness among youth on the social and political level: they are interested in politics. Contrary to what is often said, they do not only want to work, but their demands on the socio-economic level reflect questions related to dignity and labor rights.
[…] [And] there is the political dimension, how we will integrate young people in political decision-making, where such channels are absent.57
Yet, the movement also connected to a previous protest tradition. In the words of another official, "we had protests well before, and there are protests that continue, these problems are not new."58 The explicit link of the Movement's agenda to previous political struggles provided it with some legitimacy from established opposition. Certainly, many of the established parties and civil Furthermore, the February 20 Movement conformed to a number of established protest logics. Most importantly, it addressed its demands for regime change to the incumbent government instead of mobilizing to immediately overthrow the incumbent. Specifically, it demanded of the "royal institution to make the necessary changes to the political system, in a way that allows Moroccans to rule themselves."61 The movement's call for a parliamentary monarchy reduced polarization of interests between the protesters and the government, as the latter was not to be completely deprived of political power. This offered opportunity for compromise, as a senior official explained:
The protests still remained in certain limits, […] there was only a minority that wanted to change the system [and abolish the monarchy]. But if the youth starts to really demand a change of the system that would be the knockout […] . The King is the guarantor of stability in Morocco, in contrast to other countries in the region.62
Within less than three weeks of the first protest, Mohammed vi gave a speech to the nation in which he acknowledged the need for a social charter and constitutional reform, particularly addressing the "committed political parties and trade unions, and […] Our ambitious youth."63 The concessions' announcement initiated a process of gradual demobilization, as protesters waited for the government to follow up on its promises. Subsequently, the government made a number of economic and political concessions. To start with, it created 3,400 new public administration positions, granted civil servants the highest salary increase in Moroccan historyup to 35 percent -and increased the minimum salary in the private sector.64 It also increased the number of scholarships at public universities, which traditionally constitute an important base for protest mobilization. The Ministry of Employment and Vocational Training announced an extension of existing employment and training programs to youth without university diplomas.65 The government also offered economic benefits to other youth groups that had started to mobilize during the unfolding protests. Following youth protests at the work sites of the Sharifian Phosphate Office (ocp), the state-run company responded with 5,000 ad-hoc recruitments. Additionally, it financed 15,000 scholarships to provide vocational training for young people in the region.66 The government further published a new National Integrated Youth Strategy (snij), developed by the Ministry of Youth and Sports in conjunction with other national authorities and the World Bank. The practical significance of this strategy remains hotly debated in official circles, as some consider it a mere "politique spectacle."67
The government also made a number of political concessions, even if these remained far off from the kind of democratic reforms envisioned by the Movement's core activists. On April 14, 2011 the monarch granted pardon to scores of political prisoners, hereby answering to one of the movement's principal demands. The revised constitution of July 29, 2011 includes a number of human rights that were formerly not recognized and grants Amazigh the status of an official language. Moreover, it specifies that the Prime Minister must be chosen from the party that won the elections, extends parliamentary powers, and recognizes the status of the opposition parties.68 While the February 20 Movement continued to mobilize against the constitutional reform it deemed 63 Mohammed vi, "Discours adressé par SM le Roi à la Nation," March 9, 2011. 64
The minimum salary only benefits those employed in the formal economy, thus excluding the 88 percent of youth employed in the informal sector (cf. World Bank 2012 "undemocratic," the government's concessions had siphoned off segments of the movement's supporters. Significantly, this resulted in decertification of the movement's political demands by oppositional groups with more moderate preferences. Finally, the government undertook a number of efforts to politically include organized youth that had mobilized in the protests. With an eye to youth involvement in political parties, the government introduced a youth quota in the national parliamentary elections. Moreover, the activities of the National Institute for Youth and Democracy were revived under a new director, Ismael El Hamraoui, who had been a youth member of the Forum des Alternatives Maroc -a prominent civil society organization that had endorsed the protest movement. In the context of constitutional reform, selected youth activists were called on to participate in the consultation process of the constitutional committee. As a result of this process, the 2012 constitution stipulates the creation of a Consultative Council of Youth and of Associative Action, which provides appointed members an institutional framework to express their policy preferences. Rather than constituting a democratic institution, the planned Council primarily caters to the particular interests of individual organizations and activists, strengthening their links to the government.
By selectively responding to the different demands voiced by the February 20 Movement, the government has been able to minimize outright repression during protest events. Yet, this does not mean that repression has been absent; leading activists unwilling to moderate their demands have been repeatedly harassed by security forces.69 Following constitutional reform, this repression was paralleled by official discourse discrediting the Movement: questions of loyalty to the monarchy and the national reform project have emerged in a pronounced manner since 2012.70 At the same time, counter-movements as the March 9 Youth Movement and the Young Royalists begun to mobilize against the Movement. This has created a symbolic divide between activists that are "with" or "against" the official reform project. The February 20 Movement has since been depicted as lacking a political agenda and pursuing goals detrimental to national cohesion while others -including youth involved in demonstrations over social and cultural issues -have been presented as "ambitious" or constituting a "new generation of Moroccans" concerned with the future of their country. 69 Emanuela Dalmasso, "Surfing the Democratic Tsunami in Morocco." 70 Mohammed vi, "Discours de SM le Roi adressé à la nation à l'occasion du 39ème anniversaire de la Marche Verte," November 6, 2014.
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Repressive Government Responses to Youth Protests in Egypt: Low Institutionalization, Lack of Certification, and High Polarization
In Egypt, youth protests have developed in a different political context. While the country moved from a populist authoritarian regime under Nasser to a liberalized neo-patrimonial regime under Mubarak, the army has remained the backbone of each regime. Prior to 2011, the recruitment of political personnel was based on their adherence to the National Democratic Party (ndp). This created a particular type of personal rule in a dominant-party system; strong alternative political organization posed an immediate challenge to the regime. To secure the regime's party-personalist basis, the government relied on crude divide and rule strategies that concentrated power with the ruling party, and led to high polarization between the Islamist and liberal opposition.71 In this political environment, the government set strong incentives to contain protests strictly within the socio-economic realm, rewarding narrow and depoliticized demands with salary concessions or the maintenance of state subsidies. Unauthorized political protest, on the other hand, was deterred through a severe association law and harsh intervention by security forces. This created two distinct types of protest: on the one hand, depoliticized protests and strikes that avoided crossing the line into openly political activity occurred in exchange for economic concessions. On the other hand, there were political protests transgressing the boundaries of the regime, which found little support among legally legitimized authorities and directly targeted the president. These patterns of participation and protest were reflected in Egypt's youth politics. In the effort to tie a greater number of youth to the regime, the government encouraged partisan and civil society participation in organizations loyal to the regime. In 2002, the ruling ndp established a youth committee and assigned young cadres to leading positions; other registered parties followed its example.72 The National Council for Youth, which was the precursor to the current Ministry of State for Youth Affairs, offered training for youth active in political parties, government administration, and non-governmental organizations. In addition, the government encouraged youth engagement in developmental organizations with close ties to state ministries and youth clubs. However, total levels of youth engagement remained low. With regards to protest politics, the institutionalized divide between socioeconomic and political protest also impacted youth mobilization. Young people were involved in labor strikes and protests against high unemployment and rising food prices. When protesters refrained from making political demands, the government sporadically ceded to salary concessions and upheld subsidies. These concessions targeted the general population, as a government official explained:
The policies that have a generic nature, that cover the entire country, are the policies that do generate the greatest benefits to the youth and everybody else […], the male and female, the poor and the middle class, and so on.
[…] Programs that target the youth are useful but limited by definition, while programs that do not target the youth but the entire population, their policies have a very high pay off.74
Hence, there were only a few youth-specific initiatives in the fields of unemployment and social exclusion, and these often benefited from international funding. For example, in 2007 the cabinet and undp jointly created the Social Contract Center (scc), which conducts specific training and job-creation programs for university students and marginalized youth in rural areas.75
The apolitical socio-economic protests and related government responses stand in stark contrast to the conflictual youth protests. The most prominent youth movement prior to the 2011 uprisings was the youth arm of the Kifaya (Enough) Movement, which had formed in 2004 in response to Mubarak's attempt to nominate his son as the next presidential candidate. The selfproclaimed Youth for change mobilized against Mubarak, political corruption, and state violence. Their demands went "far beyond accepted limits of mobilization by legal opposition parties."76 Consequently, external authorities neither recognized nor endorsed the movement's demands. Likewise, youth activists strongly denied any alleged links to established political parties or civil society organizations, which they regarded as obsolete and corrupt. Interestingly 74 Interview by Nadine Sika at the Ministry of Finance, Cairo, November 2013. 75
Note that the impact of these programs has been limited due to the poor commitment from local authorities, service providers and potential employers. The 2011 protests emerged against this particular background of polarization. By calling on Egyptians to take to the streets on January 25 -Police Day and national holiday -the April 6 Movement created a symbolic link to the "second revolution" that had begun on January 25, 1952 and led to the ouster of King Farouk several months later. On February 6, 2011, participating youth groups released a joint manifesto summarizing their demands: the immediate resignation of President Mubarak, dissolution of the parliament, establishment of a transitional government, a new constitution respecting the principles of freedom and social justice, prosecution of those responsible for police killings, and immediate release of detainees. The statement further specified that there would be no negotiations until Mubarak's departure and that negotiations would only be concerned with the transfer of political power.78 While the overarching aim of the protest -regime change -was the same as in Morocco, the youth protests in Egypt were thus explicitly directed against, rather than at the government.
As in the past, protesters refused any ties to included political elites, which they considered to be part of the problem. In contrast to Morocco, there were thus no moderating groups between the government and protesters. Stark interest polarization with regards to the future distribution of power left little room for compromise. In response to the demonstrations of the April 6 Movement, the government sent out the Central Security Forces, who used tear gas, water cannons, and physical violence in an attempt to disperse the protesters. However, in comparison to the past, repression backfired and drew wider segments of society to the streets. As an official explains, this took the government by surprise:
A revolution is never something that is expected, if not there would be no revolution. Then it would be like evolution.
[…] Even in the first days of the revolution we did not see it as a revolution, but as a demonstration, like any other demonstration.
[…] So it just escalated and it happened.79
Only when Mubarak saw himself confronted with rising pressure on the streets and a military leadership that put its own interests over loyalty to him, did he address "the youth of Egypt" to announce that he would meet their "legitimate demands."80 However, the protesting groups refused to negotiate with the government, leading to Mubarak's forced resignation on February 11, 2011. In sum, differences with regards to institutionalization, certification, and interest polarization have resulted in divergent government responses to political youth protest in Morocco and Egypt. This holds despite the fact that in both countries the protesters demanded a change of regime, i.e., a parliamentary monarchy and a representative democracy, respectively. Yet, the political context in Morocco paved the way for a more moderate youth movement that directed its demands at the government, to which the latter responded through a mix of partial concessions, selective inclusion and targeted repression. In Egypt, the political context had brought about a youth movement that protested against the government. Here, political concessions or even inclusion under the current government were inconceivable on both sides.
Outlook: Responding to Political Protest in Times of Transition
The aim of this study was to explain variations in initial government responses to the 2011 protests. Therefore, the above analysis focused on the strategies deployed in Egypt's dominant-party regime before Mubarak was ousted. Following the establishment of the military regime, dialogue sessions were quickly abandoned and youth activists contesting the military government faced increasing repression by the state security forces.85 Moreover, the military government has returned to the strategy of dividing socio-economic and political issues by conferring legitimacy only to the former. Shortly after the coup, it announced a 71 percent increase in the minimum salary of state employees, and promised to follow up on this with legislation for the private sector. By contrast, no political concessions or inclusionary offers have been made. Political activists have been arrested, imprisoned, forcefully disappeared, and tortured. In the year following the ouster of Morsi, more than 1,400 demonstrators were killed and there have been mounting reports of ill treatment and torture of detainees.86 The repression targeted supporters of the defunct president, but also secular-leaning youth groups. In an interview conducted in November 2013, a government official explains the hard stance towards political protest:
There are two types [of protesters]. There are those who have a legitimate reason to demonstrate, either demanding rights that they are denied or [because] they disagree with a decision taken by government; and this is all acceptable.
[…] Then, there are those who don't like you … They don't like the way society is organized, and they want something else. They want another society. That's a tough one. That's a different one. They are not playing by the rules of the game. They are playing by different rules that suit them. That is a disagreement on cohabitation, and that's different. Obviously, we all must live together, and we all have to have common rules […] .
[T]o say I don't want to play by these rules and I want other rules and you're a minority, then you don't have the right.87
In 2014, the April 6 Movement was officially banned.
Conclusion
Comparing government responses to youth protest in Morocco and Egypt before and during the 2011 uprisings showed that the initial reactions were not simply the result of strategic miscalculations by Mubarak or the "smartness" of King Mohammed vi.88 They followed preexisting patterns of political contention, shaped by divergent degrees of protest institutionalization, external certification, and interest polarization. In light of relatively persistent institutions and conventions in dealing with protest, it was inconceivable that the Moroccan government would open fire on the youth activists, or that the Egyptian government would offer benefits to its challengers. These results advance our knowledge on government responses to political protest, and particularly the 2011 uprisings, in several aspects. First, the present findings contribute to the literature on monarchies, by showing why they tend to respond beneficially: because monarchies tend to balance political power, they can institutionalize certain forms of political protest, which opens room for external certification and lowers polarization. While this "taming" of contentious politics lowers levels of repression, it mirrors the dilemma postured by McCarthy and McPhail who state that protest potentially loses its force through institutionalization.89 Paradoxically, it thus appears that monarchies are more resilient to political protest precisely because they leave greater room for regime contention. Note that this finding does however not apply to monarchical regimes per se. Research comparing monarchies in the region has shown that they reacted quite differently to the challenges of the 2011 uprisings based on preexisting regime variations. 90 Second, and relatedly, these results demonstrate why governments in dominant-party regimes tend to be more dependent on repression once protests erupt. Because alternative political organization directly undermines the government's legitimacy, dominant-party regimes cannot offer concessions or inclusion to challengers in the same way as regimes in which the ruler is not beholden to elections. If the ruling party loses influence, the government is threatened as well. In such a high-stake conflict, giving into protesters' demands is virtually suicidal. Research indicates that this dilemma increases in military regimes, where alternative means of legitimation are even less prevalent than in dominant-party regimes.91 Recent developments in Egypt appear to confirm this observation, as repression under the al-Sisi government has sky-rocked. Increased repression, however, is likely to lead to militant and potentially violent backlash in the future. 92 In light of the Arab uprisings, concessions and inclusion may appear "safer" than violent suppression of political protest. However, one should be careful when drawing any conclusion regarding the long-term effects of beneficent strategies. It is well known that concessions can encourage oppositional forces to press for further change.93 Moreover, moderation of political demands does not necessarily mean that opposition forces also moderate their true preferences.94 Emboldened regime opponents can raise the bar for compromise as their political leverage increases, which can become problematic when the government is no longer willing to liberalize. Recent political developments in Morocco indicate that the political reform process has stalled, "potentially undermining the very bases of the kingdom's domestic stability."95
